Two studies explored how well English and French speaking colleges and universities in Canada address availability and access to new computer and information technologies for individuals with disabilities. In Study 1, 156 professionals who provide disability-related supports on campus responded to structured interview questions. In Study 2, 40 professionals who work in Quebec's Francophone junior/community college system (CEGEP) participated. Results showed that most institutions had specialized adaptive computer equipment, though colleges were less likely than universities, and loan programs providing adaptive computer equipment were seen as very effective. Respondents believed they were not very knowledgeable about adaptive computer technologies and those from Francophone institutions scored lower than from Anglophone institutions. The needs of students were seen as moderately well met, with Francophone respondents more favorable than Anglophone. Respondents from Anglophone universities expressed different needs than those from Anglophone colleges or Francophone institutions. Disability service providers wished students were better equipped and prepared for the postsecondary experience, computer based teaching materials used by professors were more accessible, and more extensive support services for adaptive hardware and software available. We provide recommendations based on universal design principles that are targeted at those involved in technology integration in postsecondary education.

Résumé
Deux études ont été menées afin d'évaluer la façon dont les collèges et les universités du Canada, tant anglophones que francophones, gèrent la mise à disposition et l'accessibilité des ordinateurs et de nouvelles technologies de l'informatique aux personnes souffrant d'un handicap. Dans la première étude, 156 professionnels fournissant des ressources pour personnes handicapées aux campus ont répondu aux questions d'une entrevue structurée. La seconde étude a porté sur 40 professionnels qui travaillent au sein du système des collèges pré-universitaires/communautaires francophones du Québec (CEGEP). Les résultats ont démontré que la plupart des institutions possèdent des équipements informatiques spécialisés et adaptés, bien que cela puisse être moins vrai des collèges que des universités, et que les programmes de prêt pour l'acquisition d'équipements informatiques adaptés soient jugés très efficaces. Les personnes interrogées pensaient qu'elles ne connaissaient pas très bien les technologies informatiques adaptées et celles appartenant à des institutions francophones ont eu des résultats inférieurs à celles des institutions anglophones. Elles estiment que les besoins des étudiants sont raisonnablement satisfaits, bien que les francophones interrogés aient répondu plus favorablement que les anglophones. Les personnes interrogées dans les universités anglophones ont exprimé des besoins différents de ceux des collèges anglophones ou des institutions francophones. Les fournisseurs de services aux handicapés souhaitent que les étudiants soient mieux équipés et mieux préparés à l'expérience postsecondaire, que le matériel informatique d'enseignement utilisé par les professeurs soit plus accessible et également que les services de soutien pour le matériel et les logiciels informatiques adaptés disponibles soient étendus. Nous présentons des recommandations, fondées sur les principes de l'aménagement organisationnel, à l'intention des personnes responsables de l'intégration technologique dans le cadre de l'enseignement postsecondaire.

Introduction
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) are rapidly expanding in all fields and are becoming important tools in the new Canadian economy. Consequently, computer-related knowledge has become critical to secure employment. Consistent with this stance, the policy document, "Future directions" recently published by the Government of Canada (1999) highlights problems caused by systemic barriers and stresses the need for access to ICTs for people with disabilities in the new knowledge based economy.

The new knowledge based economy will provide citizens with disabilities an unprecedented opportunity to fully participate in the social and economic life of Canada. This will happen only if they have the same opportunities as other Canadians for acquiring postsecondary education and computer skills, the tools of the new economy (e.g., Government of Canada, 1999; Human Resources Development Canada, 2002; Pettigrew, 1998). Postsecondary education is supporting the need for computer literacy by providing students opportunities to learn and use new technologies in all aspects of their schooling, from online registration to virtual labs. The challenge is to ensure that these opportunities are both physically and technologically accessible to all learners, including those with various impairments. Unless this requirement is met, people with disabilities face a real danger of being rendered technologically illiterate and, thus, unattractive to the labor market of tomorrow. The goal of the research presented here is to examine how well English and French speaking colleges and universities in Canada are addressing the need to
ensure that their new ICTs are available and accessible to students with disabilities.

**Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in Postsecondary Education**

Computer literacy and knowhow are part of most postsecondary students' formal education. One need only look at North American colleges and universities to see this trend in action. Campuses are becoming increasingly "wired" and the technology is appearing in all aspects of academic life (cf. Bernstein, Caplan, Glover, 2001; EDUCAUSE Online Guide to Evaluating Information Technology on Campus, 2002; Green, 2002). In parallel with this trend is evolution in the accessibility and affordability of both popularly used and adaptive computer technologies (cf. Adobe, 2003; Apple, 2003; Freedom Scientific, 2003; IBM, 2003; Microsoft Corporation, 2003). If these technologies are designed for compatibility then the two trends have the potential to level the playing field for learners with disabilities. This outcome is, of course, contingent on individuals with disabilities gaining timely access to the specialized technologies they need.

For example, if a department decides to teach the majority of its courses online, and these courses are developed using web sites and authoring tools that do not adopt accessible and inclusive design standards, what are the educational implications for the estimated 100,000 postsecondary students with disabilities (Fichten, et al., 2003) on Canadian campuses, many of whom need adaptations to use computers effectively (Fichten, Asuncion, Barle, Fossey, & Robillard, 2001a)? Adaptations include both software (e.g., software that reads what is on the screen) and hardware solutions (e.g., an adapted mouse) to enable students with various disabilities to access electronic materials. Solving the accessibility issue by replacing a technology rich computer based learning experience for students with disabilities by a learning experience that fails to use computer technologies defeats the purpose of the original learning goal.

**How Students With Specific Disabilities Use Computers**

In previous research we asked close to 800 postsecondary students with various disabilities and 36 campus based disability service providers about the type of computer adaptations the used (Fichten, et al., 2001a; Fichten, et al., 2001b). It is the campus-wide integration of computers with adaptive hardware and software, such as those noted in our previous studies and listed below, that the present research addresses.

Individuals who are blind typically reported using specialized software that reads to them what is on the screen. Some also use a special hardware/software combination that takes a line of text on the screen and converts it into a line of text on a Braille display. To turn a printed page into a format they can use (eText), these individuals often use specialized systems consisting of a scanner and optical character recognition (OCR) software.

People with some useable vision also indicated that they used a scanner, OCR, and software that reads what is on the screen. In addition, many also used magnification software and/or large screen monitors. Persons with low vision can also use a variety of specialized software as well as built-in features of popular commercially available software packages to change the contrast and enlarge and otherwise make text, cursors, and other visual elements more visible on the screen.

People with learning disabilities reported using many of the same technologies as students with visual impairments to help them better process printed materials and what is written on the screen. In addition, dictation software (speech-to-text), document managers, schedulers, concept mapping software, electronic dictionaries, grammar and spell checkers, and word prediction software were frequently used.

Students with hearing impairments reported using writing aids such as spelling and grammar checkers, e-mail and chat programs, accessibility features built into the operating system of conventional software (e.g., visual flash instead of sounds), captions and subtitles for video clips (when available), and the C-Note System (CNS, 2003), a set-up that involves two joined laptop computers.

Learners with speech/communication impairments also used e-mail and chat programs. They also used portable note taking devices to interact with others in face-to-face contexts and multimedia projectors for oral presentations.

Students with mobility and neuromuscular impairments reported using a variety of ergonomic adaptations, dictation programs and voice control software that allows hands free dictation and control of menus as well as software based keyboard adaptations, software or hardware that allows for one handed typing, along with a variety of alternative mice and input devices.

**Campus Based Professionals Who Provide Services to Students With Disabilities**

At most Canadian postsecondary institutions there is at least one designated professional whose responsibility it is to provide disability related services and accommodations to students as well as to liaise and advocate with the campus community. Ensuring that the computer technology needs of students with disabilities are met has often become part of the job description.

There are several American (Burgstahler, 1992, 1993; Burris, 1998; Coomber, 1996; Horn & Shell, 1990; Jackson, Morabito, Prezant, & Michaels, 2001; Michaels, Prezant, Morabito, & Jackson, 2001; Lance, 1996) as well as Canadian studies (Epp, 1996; Killean & Hubka, 1999) that deal, at least in part, with the views of postsecondary disability service providers about computer and adaptive computer technologies on campus. Nevertheless, these studies do not provide a comprehensive picture of current realities in Canada's colleges and universities for a variety of reasons. First, several of the studies are now more than 10 years old (Burgstahler, 1992, 1993; Horn & Shell, 1990). Some are based on very small samples (Coomber, 1996) and most are from American postsecondary institutions (Burris, 1998, Jackson et al., 2001; Michaels, et al., 2001). Of course, both Canada's postsecondary system and the policies related to disability accommodations are considerably different from that of the United States, especially when it comes to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA, 1990) and to the private vs. public postsecondary institution distinction.

Of the two Canadian studies, Epp's (1996) investigation was targeted specifically to individuals who provide disability related services to students who use electronic text and Braille in the province of British Columbia. Although this is an important investigation, it clearly does not - nor was it intended to - evaluate views and concerns of campus-based individuals who provide disability related services to a wide range of students with disabilities in postsecondary institutions across Canada's 13 provinces and territories. The Killean and Hubka (1999) study was a wide-ranging Canadian investigation of 70 individuals (41% return rate) who provide disability related services to postsecondary students. This is an interesting and important investigation of a broad range of issues related to disability service provision at Canadian postsecondary campuses. Given the objectives of this study, however, new computer and information technology accessibility accommodations were not examined in a comprehensive manner.

**New Computer Technologies and Language Issues**
Of 34 countries surveyed by the Angus Reid Group (2000) in the fall of 1999, Canada tied for 2nd place in "home PC penetration" and ranked 2nd in Internet use, with 56% of the population after the US (at 59%). It is evident that English is the predominant language of both the computer industry, as France ranked 19th with 22%, while Belgium ranked 15th, with 28%. For example, Internet use in France was 10% in a study conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers (2000).

Quebec has been at the forefront of computer and Internet use in the Francophone world, and it has followed the North American rather than the European trend. For example, Quebec offers eLearning based distance education in French both at the university as well as junior/community college (CEGEP) levels. Quebec's computer integration in the elementary and secondary schools has been similar to that of the rest of Canada (Statistics Canada, 1999), although home access to the Internet has been somewhat lower in Quebec (e.g., 29% compared to 48%: PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2000). Data concerning the use of computers and the Internet in the CEGEPs suggest that by the late 1990s, almost half of CEGEP professors, regardless of age or years of experience, used some type of computer assisted learning in their courses (Jacques Joly Consultant Inc., 1999).

Francophone Students With Disabilities in Quebec and the Rest of Canada

The situation of Canada's Francophone and Anglophone students with disabilities is different in a variety of important ways. First, the language of instruction is different. Second, the conceptualization of disability is very different in Quebec, where the vast majority of Francophone postsecondary students study, from that of the rest of Canada (e.g., Fougeyrollas, Cloutier, Bergeron, Coté, & St. Michel, 1998; Lemieux-Brassard, 2000). Third, most adaptive computer technologies were designed and developed in the US. This means that they work only in English, and not in French. Fourth, although Quebec is the most highly computerized Francophone region in the world, nevertheless, computer and Internet use among Francophones lags somewhat behind Anglophones. Fifth, the proportion of students with disabilities in Francophone colleges and universities is substantially and significantly smaller than that in Anglophone institutions (Fichten, et al., 2003). Sixth, in Quebec, high schools end in Grade 11, and students who plan on pursuing a university education must complete a 2 year junior/community college (CEGEP) program of pre-university studies. This system is unique in Canada and Quebec's 48 tuition free public CEGEPs accounted for close to 150,000 postsecondary students in 2001 (Ministère de l'éducation, 2002a).

There are Francophone junior/community colleges and bilingual universities outside Quebec. The circumstances of the students with disabilities enrolled in these institutions are likely to be different from both their Anglophone and their Quebec based Francophone peers. Given the nature of the literature on the Canadian context, clearly, a more comprehensive look at the computer and adaptive computer technologies needs and concerns of individuals who provide services to postsecondary students with a variety of disabilities is needed.

Present Investigation

The goal of the two studies that comprise this investigation was to explore the use of computer and information technologies in Canada's Anglophone and Francophone colleges and universities. Study 1 focused on a cross-Canada comparison of Anglophone and Francophone universities and junior/community colleges. Study 2 focused exclusively on Quebec's Francophone junior/community colleges, the CEGEPs.

Method

Study 1

Participants were 156 Canadian postsecondary personnel responsible for providing services to students with disabilities (110 females and 46 males). They were participating in a larger investigation of the technology needs of students with disabilities (Fichten, et al., 2001c). Ninety-six worked in a junior/community college, 58 in a university, and 2 in a postsecondary distance education institution (1 junior/community college and 1 university). They represent 91 of the 115 community/junior colleges and 55 of the 68 universities that were listed on the web pages of the Association of Canadian Community Colleges (ACCC, 2003) or the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC, 2003) on April 22, 2000.

In cases where 2 or more individuals were responsible for different campuses or for students with different disabilities (e.g., a learning disabilities specialist vs. someone who provides services to students with physical disabilities), we attempted to interview all of them. Thus the 156 participants represent 146 independent institutional members of the ACCC or the AUCC. The overall institutional participation rate was 80%: 79% participation from junior/community colleges, 81% from universities, and 2 of the 3 postsecondary distance education institutions. One hundred and sixteen (74%) respondents represented Anglophone institutions, 39 (25%) represented Francophone institutions, and 1 (1%) represented a bilingual institution. 31 of the 39 respondents (80%) representing Francophone institutions were from Quebec. Participants had an average of 9.25 years of experience working with students with disabilities (median = 9.50, mode = 10).

Participants were faxed or emailed the questions and an informed consent form prior to the scheduled appointment for the interview during the spring 2000 semester. These consisted of 60 items, including demographic information (questions are available in Fichten, et al., 2001c). Most used a 6-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree, 6=strongly agree) and took two forms: "actual situation" and "desired situation." "Actual situation" items were generally positively worded, described a set of conditions at the institution (e.g., computer equipment is up-to-date), and stated that the characteristic met the needs of students with disabilities (e.g., "At my institution, computer and/or adaptive computer technologies are sufficiently up-to-date to meet the needs of students with disabilities"). "Desired situation" items revolved around making the interviewee's job easier to perform if certain conditions were to be met (e.g., "It would make my job easier if students with disabilities were knowledgeable users of computer and/or adaptive computer technologies"). For 12 topics the two types of items, "actual " and "desired" situation, were paired (e.g., "The availability of adaptive computer technologies in specialized labs/centres for students with disabilities at my institution meets their needs" and "It would make my job easier if there were more adaptive computer technologies available in specialized labs/centres at my institution"). A key criterion item inquired about how well, overall, the computer and/or adaptive computer technology needs of students with disabilities are met at the respondent's institution.

Study 2

The same procedure was followed in Study 2, where 40 Quebec junior/community college (CEGEP) personnel responsible for providing services to students with disabilities (18 females and 22 males) at Francophone colleges took part. They, too, were participating in a larger investigation of the technology needs of students with disabilities (Fichten, et al., 2000). Of the 50 individuals who were asked to volunteer, 40 (80%) participated. They represent 34 of the 38 public Francophone CEGEPs, which enrolled students with disabilities, an overall institutional participation rate of 89%. Respondents had worked providing services to students with disabilities for an average of 8.49 years (SD = 5.5, range < 1 to 24). Additional details are available in Fichten et al., 2000.
To allow for analyses which take into account the overall size of the institution as well as the total number and proportion of students with disabilities we obtained the following enrollment statistics about each CEGEP: (a) total enrollment for 1999 (from the web page of the Ministère de l’éducation, 2002b) and (b) the number of students with disabilities in each CEGEP who are receiving government subsidized disability related services (provided by the 3 designated "centres d’accueil" that are responsible for administrative aspects of services for students with disabilities for all CEGEPs).

**Results: Study 1**

**Computer Related Expertise of Canadian Campus Based Disability Service Providers**

Overall, participants indicated that they were not especially knowledgeable about adaptive computer technologies. The mean was 3.70 (SD = 1.52) on a 6-point scale, with higher scores indicating being more knowledgeable. Indeed, the scores of 12% of participants suggest that they were not at all knowledgeable, while only 9% of scores suggest that the respondent was an expert. A 3-way ANOVA (2 Sex (Female/Male) x 2 Institution (College/University) x 2 Language (Anglophone/Francophone) indicates that while there were no significant differences between males and females or between individuals from colleges and universities on how knowledgeable they felt they were, scores of Francophone respondents were lower (M = 2.97) than those of their Anglophone colleagues (M = 3.93), F(1,143)=5.83, p<.05.

**Specialized and Adaptive Computer Technologies at Anglophone and Francophone Colleges and Universities**

Twenty-three variables evaluated campus based disability service providers' perceptions of the adequacy of the institution's computer technologies in meeting students' needs. A key criterion was a 6-point Likert scale rating on the following item, "Overall, the computer and/or adaptive computer technology needs of students with disabilities at my institution are adequately met." It can be seen in Table 1 that the computer related needs of students were moderately well met at respondents' institutions (mean greater than 4 on a 6-point scale).

Test results for a series of 2-way multivariate and univariate analysis of variance comparisons (MANOVAs and ANOVAs) which compared linguistic and institutional factors (2 Institution (College/University) x 2 Language (Anglophone/Francophone) are presented in Table 2. None of the MANOVA interaction effects were significant. Means in Table 1 and the test results indicate that institution type was generally not related to perceptions of adequacy. Nevertheless, what differences do exist suggest that respondents from universities had higher scores than those from colleges. Language, however, was clearly an important variable (significant findings on 3 of the 5 MANOVAs and on the single ANOVA not included in any of the MANOVAs) and on almost half of the univariate comparisons.

Thus, the results show that ratings of campus based disability service providers at Francophone institutions are generally higher than those at Anglophone institutions. For example, the results show that disability service providers at Francophone institutions had significantly higher scores on the accessibility of the institution's library and the availability of adapted computers with Internet compatibility. A notable exception was that Anglophone institutions are significantly more likely to feel that the presence of a specialist in adaptive computer technology on campus adequately meets students' needs.

As an alternate way of evaluating differences, we examined items that indicated that the aspect was adequate (i.e., scores above the scale's mean of 3.50) or inadequate in meeting the needs of students (i.e., below the mean). It can be seen in Table 1 that both Anglophone and Francophone institutions agreed that they provided adequate hours of access to computers; that their computer technologies were up-to-date; there were adequate adapted computers in specialized labs; that administration reacts positively concerning computer accessibility; and that outside agencies provide students with appropriate equipment. Table 1 also shows that the following were seen as adequate in Francophone but not in Anglophone institutions: funding for computer technologies; accessibility of the library's computers; availability of technical support; accessibility of computer based teaching materials used by professors; and appropriate training provided by rehabilitation agencies. Anglophone institutions did not have adequate ratings on any items where Francophone institutions did not. Both Anglophone and Francophone institutions agreed that the following aspects are inadequate: opportunities of employees to learn about specialized accessible computer technologies; the availability of a specialist in adaptive hardware and software on campus; the ability of computer support personnel to service computers with adaptive hardware or software; being consulted when campus-wide computing decisions are made; availability of a multidisciplinary advisory committee that deals with computer accessibility; and the education of faculty concerning adaptive computer technology. There was no clear linguistic or institution based pattern on any other items.

Table 1.

**Adequacy in Meeting the Computer Related Needs of Students with Disabilities: Mean Scores for Actual Conditions Inside the Institution.**
Provincial/regional computer technology loan programs to institutions. Of the 132 institutions that indicated that they had computer technologies on campus for their students, 35 (27%) indicated that a provincial/regional loan program supplied some of the technologies on campus. Mean response to the question inquiring about perceptions about the adequacy of resources provided by the loan program in meeting the needs of students with disabilities was 4.72 (SD = 1.43) on a 6-point scale, with higher scores indicating greater satisfaction. This indicates considerable satisfaction. Indeed, only 16% of respondents indicated that the equipment provided failed to meet students' needs. There was no significant difference on this variable between community/junior colleges and universities or between Anglophone and Francophone institutions.

Table 2.
Adequacy in Meeting the Computer Related Needs of Students with Disabilities: Test Results for Actual Conditions Inside the Institution.
Institutions with and without specialized computer equipment for students with disabilities on campus. Of the 154 non-distance education respondents, 132 (86%) indicated that they had equipment for students with disabilities and 22 (14%) indicated that they did not. While colleges (81%) were significantly less likely than universities (93%) to have computers for their students with disabilities, \( \chi^2(1) = 4.00, p < .05 \), there were no significant differences between comparable Anglophone and Francophone institutions. Surprisingly, there was no significant difference on the rating of the overall adequacy of computer services in meeting the needs of students with disabilities between institutions that did (M=4.26, SD=1.36) and those that did not (M=3.55, SD=1.81) have specialized equipment on campus for their students, t(136)=1.63, p>.05.

Priority of computer related services. The priority placed upon computer related services was average when weighted against all other disability-related support services, with a mean of 2.25 (SD = .87) on a 4-point scale where 1 indicates very high priority and 4 indicates very low priority). The difference between universities (72% rated computer related services as high or very high priority) and colleges (61%) was not significant. Similarly, Francophone (colleges M=2.33, universities M=2.27) and Anglophone (colleges M=2.32, universities M=2.09) institutions did not differ significantly on priority rating.
What is Lacking

A 2-way between groups MANOVA (2 Institution (College/University) x 2 Language (Anglophone/Francophone) on all “desired situation” items was conducted to compare wish lists of Anglophone and Francophone service providers from colleges and universities. Test results show that both main effects and the interaction were significant. Univariate ANOVAs shows that the main effect of language was significant for all 16 variables. Given the higher “actual” scores of Francophone institutions, we expected participants from Anglophone institutions to have higher “desired” scores than those from Francophone institutions (i.e., Anglophone service providers wanted more services/resources _ Francophone services providers were generally more satisfied with their actual situations). The main effect of institution was significant on 8 comparisons. Here the results are inconsistent, with some comparisons showing colleges to have higher scores while others showing that universities have higher scores. This is explained, in part by the finding that 12 of the 16 interaction effects were significant. These all show that while Francophone institutions had lower scores than Anglophone institutions, this was especially true of universities. Figure 1 presents these data most clearly.

Figure 1. Wish lists: interaction between language and institution type

Spearman rank order correlations show that there is very high agreement between Anglophone and Francophone colleges on the ranking of the 16 “desired” items, Rho =.903, p<.001. The correlation between Francophone colleges and universities is also very high, Rho =.838, p<.001, as is the correlation between Francophone universities and Anglophone colleges, Rho =.759, p<.001. Scores from Anglophone universities, however, are not related significantly to Francophone universities, Rho =.388, p>.05, or to either Anglophone, Rho =.388, p>.05, or Francophone, Rho =.426, p>.05, colleges.

Because of discrepancies in language and institution type, Table 3 presents the wish lists of Anglophone and Francophone colleges and universities separately. It can be seen in Table 3 that, overall, disability service providers wish that students were better equipped and prepared for the postsecondary experience. For example, among the highest ranked items for Francophone and Anglophone colleges and universities was the wish for students to be more knowledgeable computer users, for students to be able to get subsidized computer technologies for home use more easily; and for students to have better access to computers off campus. The next group of highly ranked items relates to the need for accessibility of computer based teaching materials used by professors and for support services.

Table 3.
What Personnel Providing Services to Students With Disabilities in Anglophone and Francophone Colleges and Universities Want in Rank Order.
Results: Study 2

Important differences were found between colleges and universities, suggesting that data from colleges and universities should be analyzed separately. In addition, there were substantial differences between Anglophone and Francophone institutions. Because the number of Francophone institutions in Study 1 was relatively small, a larger sample was needed. There are few Francophone universities, and most were represented in Study 1. Therefore, in Study 2 we examined the totality of Quebec's public Francophone junior/community college system: the CEGEPs.

Expertise of Quebec’s Campus Based Disability Service Providers

Participants indicated that they were not especially knowledgeable about adaptive computer technologies: the mean was 3.00 on a 6-point scale, with higher scores indicating being more knowledgeable. This is similar to the score of 2.97 for all Francophone institutions in Study 1. Indeed, 59% of participants' answers indicated that they were not very knowledgeable, with only 9% indicating that they were reasonably expert.

Correlates of Good Institutional Computer and Adaptive Computer Technologies

Overall, the data indicate that participants felt that the computer related needs of students were moderately well met at their CEGEPs (mean = 4.34 on a 6-point scale, SD = 1.54). This too, is similar to scores in Study 1. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients indicate that none of the demographic variables (i.e., size of the CEGEP, number of students with disabilities registered to receive disability related services, proportion of students with disabilities) was related significantly to the adequacy of meeting students' computer and adaptive computer technology needs.

Institutions With and Without Computer and Adaptive Computer Technologies on Campus for Students With Disabilities

Twenty-nine of 39 respondents who answered this question (74%) indicated having specialized equipment for students with disabilities on campus. To ascertain whether CEGEPs that did and did not have computer equipment for students with disabilities on campus differed in enrollment, we conducted a series of independent t-tests on enrollment statistics. Although the means suggest that the CEGEPs with equipment were larger than those that do not have equipment, had more students with disabilities, and had a larger proportion of students with disabilities, the t-tests on these variables were not significant. Given the enormous standard deviations and ranges in these scores (i.e., the number of students enrolled in the CEGEPs in the sample ranged from 100 to 8000, the number of students with disabilities ranged from 1 to 35, and the proportion of students with disabilities ranged from 0.01% to 0.83%), the absence of significance is neither meaningful nor surprising.

A MANOVA comparison of colleges with and without computer on campus for students with disabilities on 13 "actual situation" and personal factors variables was not significant.

The priority accorded to computer related services was average, with a mean of 2.25 (SD = .94) on a 4-point scale where 1 indicates very high priority and 4 indicates very low priority. CEGEPs with and without computer technologies on campus did not differ significantly.

Aspects of Computer Technologies at Colleges

Scores on how well various aspects of computer technologies met students’ needs are presented in Table 4. These indicate very similar responses to those in Study 1, suggesting that Study 1 results adequately represent Francophone colleges.

Table 4.

Adequacy In Meeting the Computer Related Needs Of Francophone Cegep Students with Disabilities: Mean Scores for Actual Conditions Inside the Institution.
Discussion

Limitations of the Research

We were fortunate to obtain the participation of a very large proportion of the population of individuals who provide disability related services to students in both studies. Thus, our sample is truly representative of the geographic, linguistic and institutional characteristics of the Canadian postsecondary educational system. Nevertheless, there are limitations that should be kept in mind when interpreting the findings. First, the majority of our participants admitted to having limited knowledge of adaptive and computer based learning technologies. Therefore, we cannot be certain about how they interpreted certain concepts (e.g., computer-based teaching materials). A related problem involves interpretation of the term “accessibility” (e.g., available vs. usable by students with different impairments). Also, some participants consulted their institution’s specialist in adaptive hardware/software. Most did not. This, too, could have influenced the findings.

Priority Placed Upon Computer Related Services

Postsecondary institutions generally accorded moderate priority to computer related services.

Universities accorded somewhat higher priority than colleges.

There were no differences based on language.

In the future, we expect this function to gain in importance as all postsecondary institutions proceed along the road to greater integration of ICTs across the curriculum. In this regard, it should be noted that mean number of students with disabilities registered to receive disability related services in Canada’s colleges (M=211) is very similar to the average in universities (M=217) (Fichten, et al., 2003). Thus, increased efforts will have to be made to ensure adequate access to computer technologies for students with disabilities in Canada’s junior/community college system.

Computers and Adaptive Computer Technologies on Canadian Campuses

Most institutions had specialized computer equipment for their students with disabilities and there were no significant differences between Anglophone and Francophone institutions.

Colleges were less likely than universities to have specialized accessible computer technologies.
Colleges with specialized equipment tended to be larger, to have more students with disabilities, and to have a larger percentage of students with disabilities, although these differences were not significant.

Less than 1/4 of institutions had a multidisciplinary advisory/steering committee that deals with the accessibility of computer technologies for individuals with disabilities.

In previous research we showed that close to 1/2 of postsecondary students with disabilities need some type of adaptation to use a computer effectively (e.g., keyboard and input device modifications, screen magnification or voice output, dictation software) (Fichten et al., 2001a). Given the large numbers of students needing adaptations, it was not surprising to find that most institutions had some specialized accessible computer equipment for students with disabilities on campus. If computer and information technologies continue to be important institutional priorities, then having multidisciplinary committees with the necessary mix of expertise is vital to ensure that specific disability related concerns can be addressed when campus-wide computing decisions are taken.

**Computer and Adaptive Computer Technologies on Canadian Campuses: Overall Evaluation**

- The computer related needs of students with disabilites were moderately well met at their institutions.
- This was true for both Anglophone and Francophone colleges and universities.
- On the overall evaluation about how well students’ computer related needs are met there was no significant difference between institutions that did and those that did not have specialized accessible equipment on campus for their students with disabilities.

**Specific Aspects of Accessibility**

- There were relatively few differences between colleges and universities.
- Where there were institutional differences, ratings at universities were generally more favorable than those at colleges.
- There were many linguistic differences, with ratings at Francophone institutions being generally more favorable than those at Anglophone institutions.

**Aspects That Were Well Done at All Institutions**

- The hours of access to specialized accessible computers were adequate.
- Specialized computer technologies were up-to-date.
- Computers with adaptive hardware and software in specialized labs were adequate.
- Administration was seen as reacting positively concerning access to computers for students with disabilities.
- Rehabilitation agencies were seen as providing students with appropriate computer equipment for personal use.

**Aspects Rated Favorably at Francophone, but Unfavorably at Anglophone Institutions (there were no instances of the converse)**

- Funding for computer technologies was adequate.
- The library’s computers were accessible.
- Technical support was available.
- Computer based teaching materials used by professors were accessible.
- External rehabilitation agencies provided appropriate training for students in the use of adaptive technologies.

**Aspects Rated Unfavorably by All Institutions**

- Opportunities for employees to learn about specialized accessible computer technologies were seen as inadequate.
- There was often no specialist in adaptive hardware and software on campus.
- Computer support personnel were not available to service computers with adaptive hardware and software.
- Campus based disability service providers were rarely consulted when campus-wide computer infrastructure decisions were made.
- An advisory committee that deals with computer accessibility was generally not constituted.
- There was minimal training of faculty concerning access to computer technologies.

**The Evaluations of Other Aspects of Campus Computing Evaluated Provided Equivocal Results**

- Some institutions had an adequate off-campus loan program that allows students to borrow adaptive technologies while others did not.
- In several institutions the physical space available for specialized computer technologies was adequate; in others it was not.
- Training for students on how to use adaptive computer technologies was adequate in some institutions but inadequate in others.
- There was great variability in the availability of computers with adaptive hardware and software in general use computer labs.
- Specialized computers with Internet connectivity were available in some institutions but not in others.
- Internet based distance education was sometimes seen as accessible and sometimes as inaccessible to students with disabilities.

There are several explanations for the surprising finding that computer related needs of students with disabilities are moderately well met regardless of whether the institution has computers with adaptive hardware/software for their students or not. In general, institutions with no equipment were primarily smaller colleges with few students with disabilities. They were able to meet the computer related needs of their students with disabilities for three reasons:

1. Minimal integration of computer and learning technologies in the curriculum.
2. The ability of some students to use equipment in the college’s general use computer labs.
3. Extensive human assistance on campus supplemented by students’ own equipment for off campus use.

With growing enrollment and rapid deployment of computer technologies across the curriculum, we expect increased demand for computer and adaptive computer technologies for students with disabilities on campus. In this regard, many service providers noted problems with the availability of adaptive computer technology in general use computer labs and classrooms.

**What is Lacking on Canadian Campuses**

- Overall, service providers from Anglophone universities wanted more services/resources related to specialized accessible computers than those from Francophone universities; Anglophone and Francophone colleges were similar to each other in this regard.
- Respondents also generally wanted students with disabilities to come into postsecondary education equipped with the same level of computer literacy as their non-disabled peers.
- Another wish list item was better accessibility of computer based teaching materials used by professors for students with disabilities.
- Campus based disability service providers also wanted more extensive support services for computers with adaptive hardware and software.

Francophone colleges and universities generally had more favorable evaluations of the availability and accessibility of computers at their campuses. Yet, as noted earlier, the availability of adaptive software in English far outstrips what is available in French. So why, then, are Francophone institutions, especially universities, so satisfied with their situations? While we would like to think that the explanation relates to lavish budgets, an extensive choice of computers with adaptive hardware and software, and superb technical support and specialized accessible computer technology deployment systems, there are a variety of alternative possibilities. First, the number and proportion of postsecondary students with disabilities at Francophone campuses is only a fraction of that on Anglophone campuses: (Fichten, et al., 2001c; Fichten, et al., 2003). For example, we showed that the average proportion of Anglophone students with disabilities registered to receive disability related services at Canadian universities was 2.63%. It was 0.26% for Francophone universities. The same type of difference existed for the colleges (5.59% vs. 1.55%, respectively - see Table 6 in Fichten, et al, 2001c). Thus there may be fewer students requiring computers with adaptive hardware or software and Francophone institutions may be able to make do with extensive human assistance. Another possibility is related to the lesser expertise reported by Francophone on-campus professionals who provide disability-related services - they simply may not be aware of the possibilities.

**Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations**
Overall, the results show that:

1. Most institutions had specialized adaptive computer equipment, although colleges were less likely than universities to do so.
2. Provincial and regional technology loan programs were seen as very effective.
3. Respondents believed they were not very knowledgeable about computer technologies.
4. Scores of respondents from Francophone institutions were lower than those from Anglophone institutions.
5. The computer-related needs of students were seen as moderately well met, with ratings by respondents at Francophone institutions being generally more favorable than by those from Anglophone institutions.
6. Respondents from Anglophone universities indicated different needs than those from Anglophone colleges or Francophone institutions.
7. Overall, disability service providers wished students were better equipped and prepared for the postsecondary experience.
8. Disability service providers wanted computer-based teaching materials used by professors to be more accessible.
9. Disability service providers wanted more extensive support services for adaptive hardware and software.

These results suggest that although the current situation on Canadian campuses is seen as meeting the needs of students with disabilities moderately well, this may not remain so in the future. In this regard, the wish lists from Anglophone universities, with their large numbers of students with disabilities and their heavy campus-wide integration of computer and instructional technologies, should be paid special attention.

If new eLearning initiatives are to become the norm, then there is an increased need to address access for learners with disabilities. This has to happen in both the English and French speaking sectors. The implication of not doing this is that educational technologies become exclusionary technologies.

Universal Access

Over the years, those working to promote access for people with disabilities have learnt two important lessons. First is the cost-effectiveness of incorporating features that incorporate principles of universal design at the outset of a project (e.g., Node Networking, 1998). For instance, implementing accessibility features (e.g., elevators) in the initial layout of a building results in fewer design, construction and legal expenses (Falta, 1992). The data from both studies in this investigation makes it evident that specialized accessible computer technologies for learners with disabilities are and will continue to be a necessity on Canadian campuses. Nonetheless, environmental barriers are continually being created. This makes it imperative that solutions be identified and implemented while the integration of educational technologies in postsecondary institutions are still in a developing stage.

There have been numerous calls to consider learners’ preferred modalities for obtaining information in different learning contexts (e.g., Caudill, 1998; Cohen & McMullen, 2000; Wislock, 1993). Many prefer a combination, for example hearing and seeing text simultaneously (Montali & Lewandowski, 1996). This suggests that it is time to give all learners choices from which they can select conditions for learning which are optimal for them. Thus, including features that promote accessibility in campus computing is likely to benefit all users. The belief that "designing educational programs, resources and events to be accessible to a diverse user base from the ground up, the educational offerings become better for everybody inclusively" is the motive behind a new universal instructional design project and listserv at the University of Guelph in Ontario (UID Project Homepage, 2003). These ideas are exemplified in the seven principles of universal design for computer technologies proposed by Connell et al. (1995), who show how these principles can be applied to both hardware and software design to ensure accessibility not just for people with disabilities but also for the safety and comfort of all.

For example, software designed for students with learning disabilities that highlights words as they are being read by a screen reader (text-to-speech) is likely to help second language learners as well. Allowing students the choice to turn closed captioning on and off (text appearing at the bottom of the screen, such as subtitles on foreign films) is also likely to benefit non-native speakers as well as students who have difficulty making out specific words on video clips and those who wish to learn how to spell technical words or names. Allowing software to read what is on the screen, allowing alternative forms of input, such as dictation, and allowing people to choose auditory, written, or visual representations will allow students to choose their own preferred learning modality. Interesting descriptions of universal design applications in postsecondary education are available (e.g., Burgstahler, undated).

Specific Recommendations

To those involved in facilitating the increased use of technology in teaching and learning in postsecondary education we offer the following suggestions.

- Use universal (inclusive) design principles when planning or implementing campus-wide IT infrastructure.
- When involved in campus-wide computing decisions, make sure that there is representation from campus-based disability service providers.
- In faculty computer training, make sure that issues related to computer accessibility are on the agenda.
- Facilitate opportunities for employees to learn about specialized accessible computer technologies.
- Try to ensure the availability of a specialist in adaptive hardware and software on campus and promote the training of computer support personnel to enable them to service computers with adaptations.
- When conducting formative/summative evaluations of courseware, web pages, and campus computing decisions in general, learners with disabilities should be included during pilot testing whenever possible.
- As a matter of course, subject matter experts in the area of accessibility for individuals with disabilities need to be drawn into the courseware design process.
- Authorware tools with built-in accessibility features (e.g., WebCT, Blackboard) should be selected when designing web-based applications.
- There are free web-based tools, such as the recently developed A-Prompt which functions in both English (A-Prompt, 2003a) and French (A-Prompt, 2003b). These can evaluate web pages for accessibility and provide suggestions for improvements. In addition, NCAM's (2003) recently released free software MAGpie (Media Access Generator) provides the facility to add captions to QuickTime, SMIL, and SAMI formats, and to incorporate audio descriptions into SMIL presentations.

Why do designers fail to incorporate such seemingly obvious and inexpensive features? In some cases, their implementation is truly difficult. In most, however, designers, planners and developers simply do not think of accessibility issues. When alerted to problems, our experience has been that they often opt for, "Let's just finish developing the project, and then we'll add on the accessibility features later." Needless to say, by the time the product is finished, it is much too late to redesign the essentials to permit accessibility.

Computers can create access to information and education, thereby allowing individuals with disabilities freedom, independence, and access to the tools of the knowledge-based economy. The new technologies are changing the role of many sectors in society, including those of instructional designers and educational technologists. Meeting the challenges posed by these changes is a task for all individuals involved in designing campus computing.
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**Endnotes**

1. A listing of helpful English and French organizations and resources is available via email from the first author: catherine.fichten@mcgill.ca